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Roadsafe – Rackin’ up the numbers!
Roadsafe Automotive, distributor of Australia’s largest range of Steering and Suspension, have added an additional 30+
steering Rack End numbers to their ever expanding range.
With the range now encorporating over 320 part numbers, the new additions suit for various applications from the RTV Ute
to the 300C Chrysler.
Rack Ends, also referred to as Inner Tie Rods, are an integral part of the vehicles rack & pinion steering system. The
symptoms that usually indicate worn Rack Ends can include a “loose” feeling at the steering wheel, steering wander and/or
excessive wear on the front tyres.
Rack Ends are an important product range in Roadsafe’s growing front end business. With more OE’s offering only
complete replacement racks, it is imperative that Roadsafe continue to offer the most common wearing item on the rack
individually – the Rack Ends.
“Offering Rack Ends as a serviceable item is a much more cost effective maintenance option for the customer, than having
to replace a complete rack. In some cases, saving thousands of dollars” Tania Allatt, Roadsafe Product Marketing
Manager explained. “We are working hard on continually increasing the range, to cater to our expanding Australian
market.”
In addition to the huge range of vehicle specific applications, Roadsafe also offer “blank’ rack ends with either 16mm or
14mm socket threads – and no thread on the outer end. The ‘blank’ ends can be shortened and threaded to customers
requirements.
With their 320+ part numbers, Roadsafe stock a wide range of Rack Ends to fit most applications. Tania advised “ and if we
don't list a rack end for your specific application we can endeavour to match the sizes of the original part to our Rack End
size listing, or offer the ‘blank’ ends if they look like suiting the requirement”.
Some of the new Rack End numbers just added include…
RE6602-BMW X5
RE6607 -VOYAGER
RE6612 -MERCEDES ML 163 CH
RE6619 -TRANSIT TRW RACK LH
RE6620 -TRANSIT TRW RACK RH
RE6624 -PORSCHE 928S
RE6626 -ALFA SPIDER
RE6632 -MINI COOPER
RE6633 -CHEROKEE KJ 01-04
RE6634 -MITS 380
RE6635 -MAZDA 3 - 2.3L
RE6646 -MAZDA 3 - 2.0L
RE6649 -GRAND CARNIVAL VQ

RE6652-KIA CARNIVAL VQ
RE6653 -KIA RIO JB
RE6655 -VITO & KK CHEROKEE
RE6656 -BARINA TK & KALOS
RE6664 -RAV4 ACA/GSA3#
RE6666 -VW TRANSPORTER
RE6667 -CAPTIVA CE 08-ON
RE6670 -NISSAN 350Z Z33
RE6671 -NAV D40 & P/FIND R51
RE6674 -KIA PREGIO
RE6675 -MAZDA 2
RE6676 -TOYOTA TARAGO
RE6681 -COLORADO/RODEO

Please refer to the website downloadable catalogue for the most up to date rack end
listings… http://www.roadsafe.com.au/products.html#catalogue
Roadsafe also stock & sell a full range of Rack Boots to compliment the range of Rack
Ends. Please ask your Territory Manager about the Roadsafe Rack End & Boot range
during their next visit! Or for additional immediate information please contact Roadsafe
on 1300 651 451 or sales@roadsafe.com.au.
.

RE6682 -HONDA ODYSSEY
RE6685 -CHEROKEE KJ 04-07
RE6686 -KIA SORENTO
RE6688 -HYUNDAI GRANDEUR
RE6689 -MEGANE 5/01-9/03
RE6691 -CHRYSLER 300C
RE6694 -SANTA FE CM
RE6695 -HYUNDAI TUCSON
RE6795 -MURANO 5/05-ON
RE6796 -VW ZF RACK
RE6422 -FALCON BA-BF RTV UTE

